Our world is full of animals. Our Creator, the Lord Jesus Christ, made about 1,500 different kinds of animals. Each land animal kind was saved on the Ark and repopulated Earth after the Flood.

- Air and sea animals were created on Day 5 of the creation week.
- Land animals were made on Day 6, the same day as people.
- Each animal kind can have a great variety of species. One such kind is the cat kind.
- God created animals with the ability to fill environments all over Earth, and now there are over two million species of animals!

House cats usually weigh about 10 pounds.

Find the cat kind words below.

| THLREAAAGEHIPT | TREKINDLTPITEP | IGOCRCPSCIES | OTPOEPARESEI | TRATREDNEOHIR |
| PIRETEGOTTELNK | BRCDEAEHHHIP | APORNOREGRUEN | DEHTOOTREBAR | OODLAEEUSROCRL |
| AGNERSGREGITO | TLCOOHAGRHOUA | ODEIUOTELNHSND | DTEBAHECHEE | TAH |

KIND
COUGAR
PANTHER
LEOPARD
SABER TOOTHED
TIGER
CAT
SPECIES
CHEETAH
LION

Most tigers live in India, but some live in Russia and Southeast Asia. Some weigh over 600 pounds. That’s one big kitty!
Most leopards live in Africa, but some live in Europe and Asia.

Saber-toothed cats became extinct during the Ice Age about 4,000 years ago.

Cougars (also called mountain lions or pumas) live in North and South America. Look at his sharp teeth!

Big cat bookmark craft!

Color the picture below using the color code on the left.